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Some examples of files on my Mac which I
cannot copy with FCP Edit -> Paste
Sometimes it does, but not always A: It
seems to be a files selection is in fact
different to what you think. The Edit ->
Paste in FCP is used to copy text to the
clipboard. If you want to copy the text in an
image, you have to press Command C. If
you want to copy the image, you have to
press Command I. If you have multiple
images/video in a folder, in order to copy
all of them to the clipboard, you would
need to use the Command M shortcut,
which actually changes the selection to
multi-selection. If you do so, the only way
to copy the images is to select them first,
then use Command C. If there is nothing
selected, there is no need to use the
shortcuts, you can just paste the images in
the normal way: either by using the
toolbar, or if it is selected, by pressing the
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space key. In order to copy multiple
images/videos and have them all saved to
the clipboard, you can set the Selection
option to "Edit" instead of "None". You can
select multiple images/videos by holding
down Command or Option on your
keyboard. You can select multiple
images/videos by hitting the space bar on
your keyboard. If you have a bunch of files
that do not have a name on the right side
of the window, you have to go to
"preferences" and select the "Show files
with unknown names" option. You can
preview the files on your Mac by using the
image viewer. FCP will not do this for you
automatically, you must go to the viewer
and open the file. Alternatively, you can
copy the files to another folder by using
the icon on the left-hand side of the
window. Once copied, you can then use
FCP to manipulate them. If there are no
filename on the right side of the window,
go to "Preferences" and make sure that the
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"Show filename on Clipboard when adding
files to library" box is checked. If you find
that you have too many images/videos,
you can make one or more subfolders
under the "Contents" folder. You can then
select and copy all of the images/videos
into the subfolder. You can even add a text
note to each image. For me personally, I
chose one subfolder as the media library.
You can move 0cc13bf012
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